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Southern Inside Chum Update
• There is no formal forecast for the Southern Inside Chum aggregate.
• Expectations for 2021 are below average for ISC Chum but highly
uncertain. This is based on a below average 2016 return, recent declines
seen in 2017-2020 returns and marine indications during brood
outmigration in 2017-2019. Age 4 should dominate.
• In season assessment will continue (Johnstone Strait and Albion Fall
Chum Test Fisheries) to evaluate abundance, timing, and other biological
information. Fisheries will be managed based on in-season information
using decision rules outlined in the IFMP.
• Access to Southern BC chum will continue to be limited by the
conservation measures taken to protect stocks of concern.

• In some areas, opportunities are being explored for additional FSC
fisheries in terminal systems. Decision rules for recreational access are
being reviewed on a case by case basis to ensure FSC priority in times of
low abundance.
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Southern Inside Chum – IFMP Feedback
First Nations:
• Priority must be given to allow for adequate Chum escapements and fulfilling FSC rights.
• Suggested that DFO begin a DNA stock ID program in the Johnstone Strait similar to Fraser Sockeye.
• Recommended that DFO reduce the daily limit to 2 Chum/day and institute an annual limit of 15 or less.
• Interest in harvest on tributaries throughout the Lower Fraser (terminal fisheries).
• In low Chum years (e.g. 2019, 2020), it is recommended that DFO reduce or eliminate recreational catch.
• Concerned about the impacts of reducing First Nations commercial harvesting of Johnstone Strait Chum.

Commercial:
• Area B not supportive of Area H Cowichan Chum Transfer Proposal.

Marine Conservation Caucus (MCC):
• Ensuring adequate escapement of wild chum populations occurs prior to providing (sustainable) fisheries
opportunities.
• Termination of the Johnstone Strait mixed stock Chum fishery.
• Fisheries be moved to terminal areas on known stocks where escapement can be monitored prior to openings.
• Area E Chum ITQ: fishery independent catch reporting must be designed to thwart ‘high-grading’.
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Fraser River Chum – Fisheries Planning
The Department has been seeking feedback on two considerations for 2021
fisheries planning:

1.

The potential of an end date to all fisheries directed on Chum in the Fraser
watershed. Data to inform this include timing of Chum at Albion and peak
spawning timing.
Some alternatives for discussion:
Fisheries End
Date

% Chum still to
pass Albion

% Chum still to arrive
at spawning grounds

Current

December 31

0.0%

0.0%

Alternative #1

November 15

0.1%

11.7%

Alternative #2

November 30

0.0%

0.1%
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Fraser River Chum – Fisheries Planning
2. Further discussion is required on appropriate access to available commercial TAC to
better align with the available return prior to any Area E/EO Chum fisheries. There
is a need for consideration to potential long-term consequences of fishing pressure
on the tail end of the run.
Some alternatives for discussion:

Current

• Commercial TAC identified by Oct. 22, 100% available

Alternative
#1

• Commercial TAC identified by Oct. 22, scaled directly with how much
of the return is remaining to pass Albion
• e.g. if that year’s run timing indicates 35% of return remains as of
Oct. 22, commercial TAC = 35% of full amount (FSC amount not
reduced)

Alternative
#2

• Commercial TAC identified by Oct. 22, scaled with how much return
remaining to pass Albion at start of fishery
• e.g. if ON AVERAGE 30% return remains as of Oct. 22, and 15%
remains as of start of commercial fisheries, then commercial TAC =
15%/30% = 50% of full amount (FSC amount not reduced)

NOTE: The percentages shown are example calculations and don’t represent
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actual % return remaining values

Questions/Feedback?

